**Swimming Falls to Bowdoin**

By Ognen J. Nastov

In its final dual meet of the season last Saturday in Johnson with two meets, beating Boston University 7-2 and losing to Harvard University by two touches, 6-8.

The Lady Blades started out their day in a three on three match up against BU. Ronke Olabisi '93 led the way by winning all three of her bouts. Kristine Ontiveros '93, and Olabisi each contributed a bout. The second amazing play of the evening was the icing on the cake for the engineers. With less than a minute left, Springfield pulled its goalie. Schleuter is in an attempt to clear the puck, banked it off the boards at the red line. The puck went through some defenders and straight toward the goal. Schleuter, who was on his way to the bench, looked back in time to see the puck roll into the net for his first goal of the season and the final goal of the evening.

Schleuter stated that ironically his only goal during one of his high school seasons was scored on an empty net as well.

The evening was not without injury. Jason Biederman '94, who had played a good game the entire night, left momentarily with a hurt knee. Biederman said, "Some guy mistook my leg for the ice and knee. Biederman said, "Some guy mistook my leg for the ice and stepped on me." He was up and skating a minute later.

**Hockey, from Page 16**

goalie for the puck, controlled it, skated around the net, and scored giving MIT a lead. "This made the best play of the evening," said teammate Erik Norton '93.

The second amazing play of the evening was the icing on the cake for the engineers. With less than a minute left, Springfield pulled its goalie. Schleuter is in an attempt to clear the puck, banked it off the boards at the red line. The puck went through some defenders and straight toward the goal. Schleuter, who was on his way to the bench, looked back in time to see the puck roll into the net for his first goal of the season and the final goal of the evening.

Schleuter stated that ironically his only goal during one of his high school seasons was scored on an empty net as well.

The evening was not without injury. Jason Biederman '94, who had played a good game the entire night, left momentarily with a hurt knee. Biederman said, "Some guy mistook my leg for the ice and stepped on me." He was up and skating a minute later.

**Women's Fencing Wins One, Loses One**

By Sara Ontiveros

The women's fencing team finished out its dual meet season this past Saturday in Johnson with two meets, beating Boston University 3-1 with Captains Chad Gunnlaugsson '93 and Ontiveros. They finished the first round ahead of Harvard 3-1 with Captains Chad Gunnlaugsson '93 and Ontiveros.

Kristine Ontiveros '93, and Olabisi each contributed a bout. The second amazing play of the evening was the icing on the cake for the engineers. With less than a minute left, Springfield pulled its goalie. Schleuter is in an attempt to clear the puck, banked it off the boards at the red line. The puck went through some defenders and straight toward the goal. Schleuter, who was on his way to the bench, looked back in time to see the puck roll into the net for his first goal of the season and the final goal of the evening.

Schleuter stated that ironically his only goal during one of his high school seasons was scored on an empty net as well.

The evening was not without injury. Jason Biederman '94, who had played a good game the entire night, left momentarily with a hurt knee. Biederman said, "Some guy mistook my leg for the ice and stepped on me." He was up and skating a minute later.

The team will be defending its title in the New England Championships at Wellesley on Sunday. They have won the team championship for the past two years.
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**Harvard-Epworth United Methodist Church**

1555 Massachusetts Avenue (opposite Cambridge Common)

Sundays, 9 and 11 a.m.